Abstract -The improvement of Long Term Evolution (LTE) radio access network services is affecting the increased value of traffic load in its network, which is causing traffic unbalance between cells in LTE Radio Access Network (RAN). Users will be served with ineffective resource block allocation which will make the total of gained throughput are not optimal. A method is required to move network load from overloaded cells to underloaded cells in order to balance the resource block allocation optimally. By using NS-3.26 simulation, User Throughput Based (UTB) predictive Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) method is tested with RandomWalkMobilityModel for each user. This method produces an improvement of 2,29 % in average of total throughput of 63,33 % successful optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Embedded automation-intelligence in network equipment is required to manage more versatile subscriber's traffic nowadays, an immediate response of network parameters which is triggered by traffic behavior is useful for instant optimization of Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). Preserving QoS and QoE are as important as maintaining the subscribers to stay in an operator's subscription. In 2011 SOCRATES project submitted an automated network management standardization which later is named Self Organizing Network (SON) standard [1] . That standard manages on how LTE equipment could optimize and improve its own network performance without or with minimal human mediation.
MLB is one of SON's feature which its duty is to balance network load between cells by steering User Equipment(s) (UE) from overloaded cells to underloaded cells, this feature works by tweaking the RAN handover parameter(s) [2] .
One of MLB benefit is to support the network stability even in the scenario of DDoS attack [3] . The MLB algorithm presents a mechanism which identifies eNodeB's cell state of congestion due to a DDoS attack or overloaded users, this ignites a procedure that can lead to the handover of some of its users to neighboring cells with sufficient resources.
From MLB algorithm research in [4] , a significant gain in call blocking and cell-edge user throughput are produced with simple MLB mechanism which is based only on automatic adjustment of handover thresholds. From that research also shown that PRB utilization is not a sufficient indicator of cell load for MLB, even in the case of constant bit rate traffic.
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In Long Term Evolution Radio Access Network The method in [5] combines apriori expert knowledge with Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MO-PSO), which allows to considerably reduce the search space and the computational time required for executing the MLB algorithm, this paper use offset parameters as its primary MLB consideration variable.
In [6] a practical multi-objective load balancing algorithm using Lagrange multiplier method was given. The simulation shows a significant improvement of Guaranteed Bit Rate of overall user satisfaction level and Best Effort users throughput in LTE networks by using the proposed algorithm.
In [7] the implementation of two measurement criteria is proposed as an improvement for the cell selection and handover procedures, cell's capacity estimation, and user speed. From the results shown, the proposed algorithm has the benefit of contributing to the macrocell offloading, network load balancing, and user QoS.
The objective of this paper is to give literature contribution in LTE predictive MLB method based on previous research [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . RSRQ is one of LTE measurement parameters that will be analyzed as the primary parameter because its formula ingredients consist of SINR and network load value ( ) , this presented in equation (7) . The option to use the RSRQ is to simplify the time required for executing the MLB [5] . Mobility randomness from each UE is analyzed and predicted using logarithmic regression in every 5 seconds period of the simulation which has been done with different method in [6] , this procedure is executed to anticipate the handover decision delay before UEs enter the handover threshold region. In [8] UE's handover decision to neighbor cell occurs when in some period the handover requirements are fulfilled, while this paper's proposed method is to predict the handover requirement in every certain period in order to maintain the network load balance in a respectable range and increasing the total throughput.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
A. Simulation Design
As can be seen in Fig. 1 the test scenario passed down in this paper is by providing 30 UEs in the overlapped area of 3 cells, which are cell 3, 4 and 8. This condition is designed in order to make each UE have 2 NeighbourCells's or 2 cells option for MLB handover. Every cell is assigned in the same frequency band or Frequency Reuse 1 (FR-1) [9] in 2100 MHz with 25 Resource Block or 5 MHz bandwidth configuration. Used Antenna system is MIMO 2 × 2 ( = 2 ; = 2).
All of this setting are then evaluated using NS-3.26 in 30 iterations, wherein each iteration the location of each UEs are pseudo-randomized between 0 − 500 range and the UE speed also pseudo-randomized in the range between 1 − 23 / . All of the pseudorandomization processes are uniformly distributed. The handover algorithm run in this paper is the A2A4RsrqHandoverAlgorithm [10] . RSRQ is chosen because it contains two network QoS parameters which are SINR and traffic load . The relationship between RSRQ, SINR and presented in the following equation [11] .
SINR value is defined as [12] = +∑ (2) and cell network load, , is defined as [8] .
is the measured received signal power by a UE from a ServingCell , is the noise power suffered and is the interference from cell which is sensed by the UE in ServingCell .
is the Physical Resource Block (PRB) number which is allocated for bearer from possible of PRB in a measurement period of subframe. Conducted experiment was using duplex traffic of User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets with constant sized packets ( ) set
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B. Simulation Algorithm
This paper applies an intra-frequency handover in the LTE RAN which occurs when the following conditions are met [4] .
With subscript shows the affiliation with NeighbourCell which will be the handover target and subscript is the affiliation of ServingCell, is the measurement parameter of radio signal quality (RSRQ or SINR) or strength (RSRP) which is sensed by the UE. is the primary offset belongs to cell , which will make the measurement value of ServingCell dB larger than the real value. The purpose of this parameter is to ensure that the NeighbourCell , which is the handover target, has higher value to avoid the ping-pong effect after the handover occurs [2] . is the hysteresis value and is the global offset which is determined for the whole network, both parameters are ignored for this paper analysis because they are not configurable in the simulation. So (4) can be simplified to (5).
The determination of value so that (some) UE(s) can be offloaded from cell to cell is the focal point in this paper. On fig. 2 it can be seen that by changing the amount of the cell coverage can be expanded or narrowed. If the value of is decreased then the coverage will be decreased and vice versa if is increased. The decision to determine is obeying the consideration of RSRQ value from the target cells. Steps that has been done to evaluate the predictive MLB in each iteration are, a) Get each cell's total throughput results then determine which cell is the most overloaded and underloaded. A cell is considered overloaded if it has a total throughput that conforms to this condition.
ℎ > ℎ × 1,1
Where ℎ is the average throughput of all cells which are involved in MLB process, while the following equation is the definition of throughput.
With is the number of received bits from cell in a period of . b) For initial 5 seconds period do the RSRQ time series logarithmic regression for every UE's towards to all cells that cover it. Variable and for curve fitting are obtained from that initial statistic data [14] .
Equation (8) is exploited to predict the RSRQ of UE on cell for the next 5 second period. Equation (9) until (13) are handy to find the component of ℵ , [14] . 
d) After step 3 the RSRQ value from every UE towards cells that govern are grouped based on its ServingCell, then the value of ℶ − , is obtained from group of UEs which it's ServingCell gets overload criteria.
Where, 
with itself is the network load of NeighbourCell and , is SINR value from UE towards ServingCell .
C. Analysis Parameters
After all of 30 iterations conducted there are 3 parameters that will be analyzed to assess the performance of the MLB method, those are. ).
Parameter a) is used to see how well the MLB algorithm improving the network bandwidth utilization and the next 2 parameters are used to see how well the predictive MLB algorithm distributing the network load amongst the cells involved.
III. RESULT Figure 3 shows the simulation result from each of iteration, and Fig. 4 showed that some iteration produced positive and negative ℎ . From 30 iterated simulation the average of throughput gain ( ℎ ̅̅̅̅̅̅ ) is 1,21% with optimization success rate of 63,33% or 19 iteration scenario has been optimized successfully.
The definition of throughput optimization success rate is the comparison between the number of iteration that produce ℎ > 0 with the total number of iteration. If the iteration data are only averaged for ℎ > the value of ℎ ̅̅̅̅̅̅ increase to 2,21%, it means that if this method is applicable than the expectation is 2,21% of optimization. The result is close to [4] , [10] which has not predictive yet. means that MLB throughput deviation result got smaller compared to before predictive MLB applied which also means that network load balancing is achieved, but from the iterations statistic, only 40% of iteration produced positive . The average of deviation gain for all of the iteration is -0,26% which means that the network load unbalance increase using this load balancing method. (5) . This affected the calculation of the simulation for attenuation and interference between UE with every cells that govern. the calculation is for SINR determination [13] and in accordance to (16) SINR value will affecting RSRQ value directly. Referencing radio network throughput as the radio resource availability parameter is not an adequate way to assume a cell/node needs to be load balanced. The implication can be shown from fig. 6 which shows that 73.33% ℎ are inversely proportional to . The most extreme point is at 24th iteration, where maximum normalized ℎ (to maximum ℎ -which is 10,51%) is directly statistic related to the most minimum normalized ℎ (to maximum of absoluted ℎ -which is -42.4%.). c) An example of how the MLB algorithm works are presented in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . The figure comes from 17th iteration where the simulation produces positive throughput gain and deviation gain. In Fig.7 at = 5 because the default is set to 2,5 dB then UE 24 is still attached to cell 3 when it should have moved to cell 4. This decision made UE 24 fail to get an optimal Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) with the granted SINR from cell 3. The 5 steps MLB algorithm then calculated for 17th iteration, from the logarithmic regression the value of the new is decided to be 0 dB because there are no positive value from the list of ℶ − , , This can be seen from Fig.7 . Fig.9 have shown, It will gain more optimal RSRQ value which is related to better SINR and then better MCS which resulting in a higher throughput gain [13] . 
But
with MLB process that reduces NeighbourCellOffset to make as if a cell is lowering it's coverage. It will give a higher probability for UE, which already have a critical Fig.9 . RSRQ of UE with IMSI-24 with MLB SINR in ServingCell's, cell to be moved unto a NeighbourCell with a more risky cell offset guarantee. This will cause the target cell (in this case a certain NeighbourCell ) who receives UE from ServingCell in order to raise its total cell throughput will decrease instead. The cause is the addition of the UE with a worse SINR results a decrease in averaged MCS in the new ServingCell. Decreased modulation order results in decreased throughput compared to the initial ServingCell.
V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research is to simulate a predictive load balancing method in LTE network based on imbalance throughput between cells while still considers the signal quality and cell capacity of the destination cells with only one parameter observation. From the evaluation, the optimum value in terms of has not been obtained although the averaged throughput gain ( ℎ ̅̅̅̅̅̅ ) for all of the scenarios is 2,21 %, which is not surpassing the best results from previous researches. Offset selection process requires a more advanced calculation to determine the composite value of . Signal quality
